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Abstract. Processes of quantifying the qualitative have deep historical roots
that demonstrate their contested nature. The ongoing push for Big Data/data
science presupposes the quantification of qualitative phenomena. We analyse an
ongoing case where the core of the qualitative – judgements, assessments,
sensemaking – is being challenged by quantification through Big Data/data
science-inspired new digital tools. Concretely, we study how traditionally
qualitative sensemaking practices of geological interpretations in commercial oil
and gas exploration are challenged by efforts of quantification driven by geo-
physical, sensor-based measurements captured by digital tools. Drawing on
Wylie’s notion of scaffolding, we outline three aspects of the performativity of
scaffolding underpinning geological sensemaking: scaffolding is (i) dynamic
(evolving with additional data, quality assurance, triangulation), (ii) provisional
(radically changed when faced with sufficiently inconsistent data) and (iii) de-
centred (in and through distributed, loosely coupled networks of practices). In
our analysis, the quantitative does not unilaterally replace the qualitative; there is
an irreducible, reciprocal relationship. Yet, there is scope for significant changes
in the role, location and sequence of tasks of quantification within the qualitative
as we reflect on by way of concluding.
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1 Introduction

There has historically been a push for the quantification of qualitative phenomena [1].
To illustrate, the joint development of instruments and measuring scales during the
18th century transformed temperature from ‘hot’ (qualitative) to ‘50 °C’ (quantitative)
[2]. Some areas, however, have remained stubbornly beyond the reach of this trans-
formation. The judgements, interpretations, and sensemaking involved in a host of
knowledge-based professional work – the very heartland of the qualitative – has till
date largely evaded quantification [3]. Big Data/data science, with its emphasis on data-
driven, statistically based machine learning approaches, presuppose quantification. This
raises the fundamental question whether the inability of quantification to make inroads
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into the heartland of the qualitative will prevail, or that the quantitative/qualitative
boundary will be (radically) redrawn.

There are sound arguments for both views. On the one hand, data-driven approa-
ches are already performing tasks well within what was until recently safely within the
realm of the qualitative. Automated language tools, once identified as the acid test of
‘intelligence’ hence involving qualitative judgement, now ‘work’ in ways AI in the
1980 and 90s never did [4]. On the other hand, there are scholars underscoring the
irreducibly qualitative. Leonelli et al. [5, p. 194], for instance, call for critically
questioning “why, how, for whom, and when data are perceived as available, portable,
and/or meaningful.”

Against a backdrop of increasingly ideologically poised discourse, we adopt an
empirically open stance. Somewhat simplified, current discourse oscillates between two
extremes where Big Data/data science either spells the end of the qualitative and hence
eliminate large swathes of human labour [cf. 3, 4] or views where the heartland of the
qualitative can never be quantified [6]. Rather than hurling philosophical bricks, we
approach the limit for quantification of the qualitative as an issue to be addressed
empirically. As a first step, we pose the research question: How to theoretically
characterise practically working quantification of qualitative sensemaking? Introduc-
ing Wylie’s [7–9] concept of scaffolding and drawing upon post-humanist theorizing
[10–12] to elaborate upon the performativity of scaffolding sensemaking, we argue that
there is no necessary opposition between the quantitative and qualitative. Rather, based
on ongoing, longitudinal engagement with industrial geoscience exploring for com-
mercial oil and gas resources, we show how the quantitative and qualitative recursively
draw upon and implicate each other.

Industrial geoscience exploring for oil and gas resources is well-suited for inves-
tigating the tensions, conflicts, and strategies implicated in efforts promoting quan-
tification into traditionally qualitatively oriented practices. Heavy investments in Big
Data capabilities throughout the oil and gas industry [cf. 13] add weight to these efforts,
but also actualise a standing debate within the geosciences between the two key
epistemic communities [14] involved: geophysics and geology. With its background in
natural history [15], geology is deeply tied to narrative (i.e. qualitative) understanding
of the geological processes resulting in today’s situation. Geophysics, on the other
hand, is inseparable from its origin in physics-oriented quantified approaches to
describing the subsurface as is. Proponents of natural scientific approaches to geo-
sciences has criticised geology for lacking proper methodological grounding, and that a
host of epistemic problems undercut its claims to knowledge: incompleteness of data,
lack of experimental control, and the great spans of time required for geological pro-
cesses to take place [16]. Focusing on the hermeneutic nature of geology, rebuttals of
this critique [17] highlights the prominence of judgements, interpretation, and sense-
making involved in geological reasoning, the practical application of geology. That the
tools supporting the ongoing digital transformation of commercial exploration for oil
and gas are heavily biased towards the epistemic practices of geophysics rather than
geology further challenges geology’s role in future oil and gas exploration.

Drawing on Wylie’s concept of scaffolding [7–9], we analyse the sensemaking
involved in producing, backing up and justifying geological interpretations of the
subsurface – the lifeblood of industrial geoscience. Unfolding as a tension between
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qualitative impulses and quantified imports, we analyse the performativity of scaf-
folding in line with post-humanist perspectives [11]: scaffolding is dynamic, provi-
sional and decentred. If you accept the inherent relationality, hence irreducibility, of the
qualitative/quantitative, there is significant scope for transforming the scope, role and
location of qualitative tasks as we reflect on in the conclusion.

2 Theoretical Background

The novelty of Big Data tends to get inflated. Working with large data sets certainly is
not new. Many sciences have a long history of dealing with large quantities of data,
whose size and scale challenge available strategies and technologies for data collection,
sharing, and analysis [18]. The novelty of Big Data, rather, lies in the scope, depth and
scale of the methods, technologies and infrastructures to retrieve, accumulate and
algorithmically manipulate data. Consistent with a historical perspective, Big Data in
our analysis is but a vivid and empirically relevant expression of the long-standing
efforts towards quantifying quality.

Some see Big Data as the complete ‘conquering’ and unilateral replacement of the
quantitative over the qualitative insofar as arguing for a new era of empiricism [19–21].
Pure empiricism, i.e. quantification taken to the extreme, however, is met with stark
criticism [6]. First, data is always shaped by the technology and platforms used,
ontologies employed, and sampling bias. Organisations are dealing with structured,
semi-structured and unstructured data from in and outside the enterprise. Variety comes
in the form of user-generated text, images and videos as well as a variety of sensor-
based data. Second, the algorithms used to capture certain kinds of data arose and were
tested within existing scientific tests of validity. Assessing the veracity of data, i.e. the
credibility and reliability of different data sources, is also an issue. Third, the idea that
data can speak for themselves assumes that it is possible for anyone with a reasonable
understanding of statistics and the right tools to interpret them without domain-specific
knowledge, effectively ignoring effects of context, culture, policy, and governance.

Knowing with big data therefore does not simply amount to gathering data or
‘evidence’. Data “are always already ‘cooked’ and never entirely ‘raw’” [2, p. 2]: they
must be processed to count as evidence. Such processing involves informal and often
unacknowledged social and technical routines. In a study of a 30-year effort to gather
data to develop knowledge about HIV/AIDS, Ribes and Polk [22] describe how
maintaining subjects’ commitment to contribute data over time involved updating
subjects with relevant information regarding the progress of knowledge about the
condition and conducting sustained persuasion campaigns lobbying for subjects’
continued participation. Similarly, Edwards examines data gathering informing climate
change research and reports that measurement devices such as thermometers must be
constantly calibrated to ensure the validity of their readings [23]. Procedures of veri-
fication are essentially collective organization-based exercises that invoke credibility
[24]. Data quality thus involves not only creating but also maintaining procedures. In
fact, it is precisely when grappling with uncertain and partial knowledge that it is
crucial to legitimise and justify interpretations to make them credible and not mere
guesswork.
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Wylie’s [7–9] scaffolding concept offers a promising way to theoretically charac-
terise practically working quantification of qualitative sensemaking involved in
industrial exploration for oil and gas. Her notion is drawn from her extensive study of
practices of archaeology, a domain strikingly similar to our case of geology: knowledge
is partial, provisional, fallible and influenced by the arrival of quantified measurement
techniques (including 14C isotope decay, lead isotope analysis, dental enamel for
oxygen isotopes). Scaffolding of archaeological knowing “build, and continuously
rebuild, credible background knowledge” to develop and mobilise meaningful inter-
pretations of the material evidence, juggling with several interpretations (or working
hypotheses) at the same time. Currie [15] further expand upon the notion of scaffolding,
arguing for its centrality in all historical sciences (counting, among others, archaeology,
geology, and palaeontology). Consistent with a performative and relational perspective
[10, 12], scaffolding is never reified but is dynamic, open to multiple interpretations
and evolving [7]. Scaffolding is decentred and plays out in and through material-
discursive practices [11]. Finally, different from an inherent opposition between
qualitative vs. quantitative, a scaffolding perspective underscores their constitutive
entanglement1.

3 Research Methods

This paper reports from a longitudinal industry/university research collaboration on
digital innovation in the oil and gas industry in the North Sea region. The particular
activity we report from is based on the shared observation of both operators and vendor
companies in the consortium that the existing digital toolset – which is predominantly
measurement-based – is not always a good match for the exploration geologists’ work
practices. While this is fairly well known within the industry, the problem has proven
intransigent to resolve. As such, the problem and its resolution are of both practical and
scientific interest.

In line with principles of engaged scholarship [26], we are therefore conducting
collaborative basic research with key stakeholders in the research consortium to explore
and together with the stakeholders possibly resolve the problem. We draw upon the
authors’ combined research on the topic, which is to a certain degree traditional
interviews (21 interviews with industrial exploration geoscientists, 1 interview aca-
demic geologist, 17 data managers in one oil company), but also field notes from 10
project workshops and informal conversations in a joint effort of understand and
explain the discrepancy between geologists’ work practices and the digital tools
available to them. This work has been conducted against the backdrop of the author
team’s sustained engagement with the oil and gas industry over the past twenty years.

The empirical case we present is theoretically sampled to reflect three key aspects
that have so far made the digitalization of knowledge work arduous to come by in
exploration geoscience: (1) the data-driven nature of exploration work, i.e. a

1 Phrased in the vocabulary of paradox theorists [25] this amounts to recognising scaffolding not as a
dualism (‘either-or’) but as a duality (allowing both).
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dependence on data to make sense of the inaccessible subsurface reservoir; (2) the
irreducible uncertainty associated with the lack of access to the physical referents;
(3) the importance of the continuous work to maintain and (re)interpret the data. Our
data analysis is based on a working assumption that the transformation of data-centric
knowledge work from qualitative assessments into quantified tasks performed within
digital systems is not simply a matter of automation. Rather, it is generative of new
phenomena whose potentials should be explored [27]. We have explored this through
writing and discussing intermediate results multiple times with different industry
stakeholders as well as academic representatives of the geosciences. The insight gained
through these discussions has in turn been fed back into the analytic process.

4 Scaffolding Interpretation in Oil and Gas Exploration

Exploration for new oil and gas resources in the North Sea region has become
increasingly digitalised over the past few decades. Where exploration for new resources
used to be organised around offshore operations – initially through brute-force
prospecting by drilling wells into the seabed, and later by collecting seismic data on
subsurface formations – exploration is turning into mainly a data-intensive endeavor.
Integrated cross-disciplinary exploration teams2 work together on interpreting available
exploration data to determine if and possibly where to drill exploration wells in an
assigned geographical area. Organised in projects, the process of assessing an area
consist of three sequential, but overlapping steps:

1. determining whether or not the likelihood of finding commercially viable reserves in
the area is high enough to warrant investing in exploration well drilling,

2. assessing existing and identifying new potential prospects for drilling exploration
wells in search of new oil and gas resources, and

3. ranking the identified exploration prospects into a prioritized list of wells to drill.

Exploration data are inherently underdetermined. A common expression among
explorationists goes something like ‘We really know nothing for certain until we drill a
well, and then we only have knowledge about the well’. The underdeterminedness of
digital exploration data plays out along multiple dimensions; they are partial in geo-
graphic coverage and phenomena measured, of varying quality due to heavy reliance
on sensor data of varying accuracy, and inconclusive in and of themselves.

4.1 Scaffolding Geophysical Interpretation

Seismic cross-sections form the backbone of exploration projects (Fig. 1). They are
visual snapshots of the geological layering in a slice of the Earth’s crust. They are a
product of seismic interpretation. While G&G experts working in interpretation

2 These team as colloquially referred to as ‘G&G’, a shorthand for geology and geophysics, the
predominant professions in such teams. However, exploration teams also draw upon resources from
other specialized professions such as petrochemists, paleobiologists, and structural geologists, to
mention a few.
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software produce these visualizations, cross-sections are the product of a distributed
machinery of quantitative processing and analysis methods along with stages and
phases of manual inspection, cleaning, and massaging of different datasets. Empha-
sizing this distributed machinery brings out the scaffolding of seismic interpretation.

Seismic cross-sections are reflections of sound waves driven into the seabed and
picked up by a long line of hydrophones (digital acoustic sensors) trailing behind a
survey ship. Survey equipment configuration (the angle sound waves are driven into
the seabed, what types of hydrophones used and their configuration in the trail) varies
between surveys depending on the subsurface structures and phenomena expected to be
found in the area. Transforming data of reflected sound waves into quantified properties
of the subsurface that can be visualised in cross-sections involves a series of methods
and techniques to correct for common errors in data generation, removing noise,
enhancing signals and transform time-based sound data into spatial representations of
the subsurface. This scaffolding of seismic data involves manual cleaning and
preparing of the data:

Ships never travel in a straight line. And we have to compensate for wave height.
Not only do waves dynamically change the distance between hydrophones and
seabed. Waves ripple through the hydrophone array over time, so different
hydrophones are at different heights from the seabed as the different reflections
reach the surface. This is more complex, and is usually done by signals geo-
physicists by hand. (Field interview, geophysicists)

Exploration projects rarely draw upon only a single seismic data set. Rather, they
combine seismic data of the area under investigation with data from a wide array of
different company internal as well as publicly available data sources. These may be old
seismic data from the same area, from adjacent areas, or other data sources such as well
logs (detailed measurements of geological formations along the trajectory of a well),
old reports, or even existing models from previous efforts to find oil. Project data
managers (PDMs) collect data from the various sources, preparing and importing them
into project files explorationists can load onto the seismic interpretation software. This
involves a lot of manual inspection, cleaning, and transforming of data files. A situation
from our fieldwork, where we sat down with a PDM that walked us through the process
of loading well data into an exploration project, exemplifies this. Loading well curve
data into a project, she checked the calibration of the well data to determine if it was
measured in calibush or mean sea level. “This matters, because if you do not get this
calibration right, you skew the well path with 20–25 m, and that is unfortunate,” she
said laughing. She also made sure that the curves that were loaded for a well looked
they way it was supposed to do. Each curve had a template for how they are to be
displayed. For some curves, the values should be 0 or 1, true or false. For other curves
the value should be between 0 and 100. Different min and max values that are actual for
that curve. If there is a mismatch, it is typically because the curve has the wrong name,
she explains. Different vendors name the curves differently, one company can have one
name for a curve, and another company has the same name for a different curve. After
loading the data, the PDM displayed the data and did a manual inspection verifying that
the data seemed about right.
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Over decades, oil companies have gone through a series of databases to archive
exploration data. One PDM referred to herself as the octopus spreading her tentacles
through legacy databases in order to draw together the disparate datasets. Before
importing seismic data into a project, the PDM will quality check the data. This can be
particularly challenging with old seismic surveys:

–I will first look through the raw data file. Having worked with this for so many
years, I know exactly what the file should look like. If I see any errors, I will see if I
can correct them. To do that, you basically have to know exactly the kind of
equipment used in shooting the survey, down to the minutest details of particular
hydrophone designs. I does help having been in the game a while to do that.
(Interview, PDM)

4.2 Scaffolding Geological Interpretation

It is not possible to tell from a seismic cross-section whether or not there is an oil
reservoir in an area. To do so, explorationists need to establish the presence of an active
source rock (i.e. a layer of organic matter that pressure and temperature have trans-
formed into hydrocarbons at some point in time), a geological formation that can trap
the hydrocarbons to prevent them from seeping to the seabed and disappear, and a path
within the subsurface leading the hydrocarbons from its place of origin to the trap. This
cannot be told from cross-sections alone. Seismic data measures the boundary between
different geological layers, but tell little about the geological composition of the layers:
whether they are sandstone, shale, chalk, and so on cannot be determined from the data.
Furthermore, seismics are well suited to measuring rock properties, but do not measure
whether or not geological strata contain hydrocarbon deposits. Exploration companies
address the shortcomings of seismic cross-section in many ways, but the most common

Fig. 1. Seismic cross-section. Continuous blue and red lines indicate geological layers in high-
quality area of the picture. More pixelated areas of the picture are indicative of poor seismic.
Source: DISKOS, national data repository for the Norwegian oil and gas industry. (Color figure
online)
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approach in exploration projects is to hand the initial seismic interpretation (in form of
cross-sections) over for geological interpretation.

We learned early on to have pen and paper ready when interviewing exploration
geologists. They would quickly as ‘Do you have a pen and some paper?’ when starting
to talk about geology. Thematising this with the corporate chief geologists, he affirmed:
–Geology is very pictorial (Fig. 2). Geophysicists, on the other hand, showed little or
no interest in drawing to explain their work. Indeed, when we pointed this out to more
data-oriented geophysicists they would somewhat condescendingly refer to geologists
as ‘artists who like to draw’ or even as a ‘dying breed’ implying that data-oriented
quantitative approach to geo science is, as one geophysicist put it, ‘explorationists for
the digital age’. Geologists would scoff or even bristle when confronted with such
statements.

Bracketing these professional tensions, we view them as expressions of how
geological interpretation scaffolds exploration data distinctly different than seismic
interpretation. The exasperation of a geophysicist offers a point of entry into this:

–It is quite annoying, you know, when you have spent weeks calculating exact
uncertainty ranges [for the seismic horizons], and the first thing the geologists do is
to say “let’s get rid of the uncertainties so we can start working’.” (Field note
excerpt, conversation with geophysicists)

Seismic interpretation scaffolds exploration data to represent the subsurface as it is
today. Geological interpretation, on the other hand, is a theory-methods conglomerate
oriented around understanding the structure of the subsurface in narrative terms; nar-
ratives of geological processes and events, their sequences and timing, how they unfold
and transform the geology over millions of years. It approaches the layers of a seismic
cross-section as indicators of geological processes and events.

–Geophysics is given too much emphasis in exploration. Their [the geophysicists’]
interpretations need to be grounded in geological understanding. That is why so
many exploration wells are dry. (Geologist working with a software vendor, field
notes excerpt)

The geologist’s reference to ‘geological understanding’ illustrates how geological
interpretation performs a more conceptual scaffolding. Rather than being neatly
stacked, geological layers are usually jumbled and mixed, as geological processes and
event cover traces of past geological processes and events in layer upon layer of
sediments. All of this is evidence to be used actively in geological interpretation.

–If you have something like this, says the geoscientist trying to explain the limi-
tations of seismic cross-sections in providing a proper picture of the subsurface.
Drawing two triangular shapes on a piece of paper, she continues: –This shape can
indicate two distinctly different processes. Either the slope here, she points to the
bottom-most triangle, indicates erosion. Then the topmost structure is sedimentation
on top of it. Or, the reason for this shape is that this (pointing at the shared diagonal
between the two triangles) is a rift and the topmost layer has slipped under the other
layer. In this case, we may have a migration path. Or the whole scenario may be
because of sedimentation losing momentum and therefore creating a triangular
shape that has been pushed up.
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Drawing upon a wide array of methods of knowing the “deep past” with scant and
usually degraded evidence, geological interpretation seeks to establish a narrative of
geological events and processes that could have led to the situation of today. In so
doing, they seek to verify whether or not the area has an active source rock, a trap, a
migration path, and that the timing of geological events is such that hydrocarbons
migrating from the source rock have been caught by the trap. This is a process of
cycling back and forth between seismic and geological interpretation. Seismic images
are rarely so of such a quality that it is obvious to explorationists how the subsurface is
today:

Using his pen to follow a clear red line in the pixelated seismic mage, the geologist
explains: “This horizon is fairly clear. We can distinguish this as the border between
two geological borders clearly. But here, you see, it is much harder to distinguish
the horizon.” At this stage he has reached what occurs as a sea of red and blue pixels

Fig. 2. Hand drawings made by exploration geologists during interviews. Top: the drawing was
used to re-tell the creation and modification of different geological histories while making sense
of a prospect. Bottom: the drawing supported the explanation of the subsurface stratigraphy and
how porosity could be used to interpret a geological formation. Source: pictures by the authors.
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in the seismic cross-section. “Here the signal is no longer any good, and we can
hardly discern any boundaries.” (Field interview with academic geologists teaching
seismic interpretation)

5 The Performativity of Scaffolding

The central problem in oil exploration, starting from measured observations of geo-
physical properties of the geological formation as evident today, is to tie these to an
inferred, narrative account of the rich, geological processes (erosion, sedimentation,
tectonic plate movements, diagenetic processes, faults, etc.) that could have yielded the
current situation. Making sense thus involves the entanglement of the quantitative
(measurements, IoT generated data) with the qualitative (narrative of the geological
processes). Data about the current geological situation come from measurements
subsequently manipulated algorithmically (in the case of seismics, by several non-
linear filters whereby only less than 1% of the original data is kept) that need a narrative
hence qualitative contextualizing. The sensemaking amounts to working backwards,
from the data, to a geological narrative capturing the processes whereby the current
geophysical measurements could have resulted. There is no opposition between the
quantitative and the qualitative. Rather, they recursively draw on and implicate each
other. Drawing on Wylie’s notion and post-humanist theorizing, the scaffolding of
sensemaking in oil exploration is performative. With basis in this, we will now proceed
to discuss a theorization of practical working quantification of qualitative sensemaking
with the push for big data in oil and gas exploration.

First, scaffolding is dynamic. In her work on interpreting material data in archae-
ology, Wylie [8] describes in strikingly similar way this ‘reverse engineering’ of a
narrative understanding from measured data observed at the archaeological site.
“Archaeological facts”, exactly like facts in oil exploration, grapple with the problem
“that the tangible, surviving facts of the record so radically underdetermine any
interesting claims archaeologists might want to make that archaeologically based ‘facts
of the past’ are inescapably entangled with fictional narratives of contemporary sense-
making.” [9, p. 301] This, as Wylie [9, pp. 308–309] (emphasis added) goes on to
argue, “shows how detailed histories of the travel of these [data] collections, records
and interpretations (…) can play a critical role in the process [of] (…) grounding the
adjudication of their epistemic integrity as a basis for framing factual claims about the
past (narrative facts).”

In oil exploration, we find a similar form of reverse engineering. For instance,
Sect. 4.2 describes how geological interpretation builds and supplement early seismic
cross-sections with a narrative understanding of the area’s geological composition.
Deposition environment models – idealised models of the processes through which
geological layers have been deposited over time in a geological region, and the sub-
sequent composition of each layer’s masses – are one of several data sources used in
understanding the composition and layering of geological strata in a seismic cross-
section:
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–The seismics only show me the border between geological layers. A drilled well
tells me quite exactly the composition of the rocks in each layer, but only for the
width of the well. If the depositional environment were a desert, I would know that
there was a continuous sand layer [to contain hydrocarbons] here. But if the
depositional environment were a delta, for instance, I would know that it does not
have a continuous mass of sand throughout the entire width of the layer. Sediments
deposited by the rivers [flowing through the delta and into the ocean] will be formed
into shales cutting through the reservoir. (Exploration geologist, field note excerpt)

As such, geoscientists make sense of the subsurface through successive geological
and geophysical approximations of the subsurface. Drawing upon Chang’s [2] history
of quantification of temperature, Chapman and Wylie [7, p. 5] describe 18th century
chemists’ use of ‘successive approximations’ in ways much similar to interaction
between geophysical and geological interpretation: “chemists relied on assumptions
and methods they knew to be faulty but that made it possible to refine their under-
standing of the phenomenon of temperature to the point where they could eliminate
some initial hypothesis and articulate new, more sharply specified questions, questions
that would require the construction of new scaffolding”. Fully aware that early seismic
cross-sections are mere approximations of the subsurface, geoscientists still use them
for geological interpretation. Through geological interpretation they seek approximate
narrative understandings of the subsurface that can inform further geophysical pro-
cessing in the seismic interpretation software. Resulting analyses from this processing
and a possibly revised seismic cross-section in turn inform further refinement and
exclusion of possible geological narratives.

This is particularly apparent in the way geophysical and geological interpretation
scaffolds and constitutes much the same data differently through a dynamic back- and
foregrounding of aspects of the scaffolding. Geophysical interpretation scaffolds the
data as representations of the subsurface as is. Geological interpretation scaffolds the
data as traces, that is “downstream consequences of past events” [15, p. 10]. That is
“how the world is depends how the world was” [15, p. 67] (italics in original). By
constituting the seismic image and other exploration data as trace data, geological
interpretation dynamically enacts a scaffolding where technical aspects relating to
seismic processing and analysis is back staged. When the geophysicist in Sect. 4.2
laments how geologists ignore his hard-won statistical uncertainty ranges, they back-
ground these aspects of the scaffolding to constitute the data as traces. Yet, through
such dynamically back- and foregrounding aspects of the scaffolding explorationists
successively build an increasingly more refined understanding of the subsurface.

Second, scaffolding is provisional. In archaeology as in the geosciences, there is
significant competence in moving (hermeneutically, [cf. 16, 17]) between close-up,
measured data points and taking a step back to gain an appreciation of the broader,
formative processes: “[archaeologists] have built up a repertoire of research strategies
specifically designed to mobilise the evidence of human lives and events that survives in
an enormous range of material evidence…In the process, they have decisively enlarged,
challenged, and reconfigured what we know, putting material evidence to work in the
investigation of a great many different aspects of the cultural past.” [27, p. 5]
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Provisionality is most prominent in the way geoscientists formulate, compare, and
analyse multiple and simultaneous geological narratives of the same seismic cross-
section during geological interpretation. This is expressed through sketching of dif-
ferent scenarios, either by hand on paper and napkins or in the many PowerPoint
presentations littering exploration project’s shared folders. The previous example
where the geoscientist considers different depositional models for the same area, and
similarly the way the geoscientists in Sect. 4.2 offers multiple interpretations of the
same geometric shape, exemplifies such provisionality. A seasoned geoscientist stated
during an interview:

There is but one thing geologists like better than finding oil, and that is to drill a dry well. Dry
wells are an opportunity to better understand the subsurface.

New, and in particular unexpected data such as a dry well, challenges geoscientists’
assumptions about the subsurface, calling for a re-interpretation – a re-scaffolding – to
integrate new data with existing understandings of the subsurface. The provisionality of
scaffolding is here a matter of revisiting and challenging ideas and assumptions about
the data and geological processes leading up to the existing situation in the subsurface.

Although dynamic and provisional, scaffolding exhibits a degree of path depen-
dence. As described in Sect. 4.1, seismic data is generated (both generation of sound
reflections and the processing) to bring out particular geological structures or phe-
nomena expected to be present in the area. Seismic data is, as such, entangled with prior
knowledge and assumptions of the subsurface. Similarly, often invisible in the final
result, the painstaking work of setting up geophysical models illustrates the importance
of the scaffolding in moving from pluralistic qualitative narratives supported by multiple
sketches to a single geophysical model. Geophysical models are defined by a large set of
metadata that codify the model’s basic assumptions. The metadata shape practical model
construction by constraining valid values for populating the model’s three-dimensional
grid with geophysical properties. As such, revisiting the model’s basic assumptions
based on new hypotheses (which emerged from the evolving scaffolding) after the
modeller starts populating the grid requires significant rework of the entire model, and is
rarely done in practice. This investment, however, comes with clear advantages in terms
of comprehensiveness, thus complementing the qualitative narratives for specific pur-
poses. Whereas geological narratives are purposefully pluralistic and non-constrained,
the completeness of geophysical models imbues a sense of certainty of understanding.
Quantification enables simulation and formal verification in ways not possible with
qualitative narratives. An in-depth look into this shifting relation between qualitative
narratives and quantified models is useful to understand how predefined structures (e.g.,
metadata) become part of the scaffolding of the explorationists through practice.
Although such structures are simplified typologies that are often hard to debunk, they are
an essential basis to their conceptual scaffolding, acting as “a medium of communica-
tion” and a “framework for systematizing” data management “precisely because they
reduce complexity” [8, p. 213].

Even though scaffolding stabilises, and necessarily so, over the course of an
exploration project, explorationists strip away existing scaffolding when revisiting
exploration prospects they have previously investigated. Sometimes this is a matter of
practicalities:
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We don’t know the thinking behind the old project’s interpretation, so it is easier to start from
scratch than to try to reconstruct it. (Explorationist, interview)

At other times, such as when re-processing old seismics, most of the scaffolding is
stripped off as basic assumptions about the data or area under investigation are
revisited. Seismic data is always collected and processes in order to bring out structures
and phenomena expected to be present in the subsurface (see Sect. 4.1). Exploration
companies have therefore increasingly turned their attention to pre-processed seismic
data, subjecting the data to alternative processing techniques in hopes of bringing out
previously unseen geological formations that can provide clues to the presence of new
oil and gas resources.

Third, scaffolding is decentred. Contrary to an actor-centric understanding of
sensemaking, we adopt a post-humanist perspective one. We thus analyse the decen-
tred, distributed, sociomaterial practices that go into sensemaking. As Hultin and
Mähring [11, p. 572] point out, “[a]s agency is not attributed to actors but continuously
flows through material-discursive practices, the ‘who’, the assumed subject or being, is
constituted by the ‘how’”. Chapman and Wylie [7, p. 55] alludes to the decentered
nature of scaffolding in describing fieldwork as “a process that depends on the
development of scaffolding in the form of technical expertise and community norms of
practices which are internalized by individual practitioners as embodied skills and tacit
knowledge, and externalized in the material and institutional conditions that make
possible the exercise, and the transmission of these skill and this knowledge”. Fore-
fronting the performativity of scaffolding further expand upon this.

Scaffolding decentres geophysical interpretation from explorationists working in
seismic interpretation software on their workstations to the spatially and temporally
distributed processes of producing, processing, cleaning, and preparing data (Sect. 4.1).
As such, seismic cross-sections (one of geophysical interpretation’s key outcomes) are
the effect of data circulating through networks of sociomaterial practices. These
practices reside along the continuum from fully automated, black-boxed computerised
processing to more manual practices of filtering, sorting, massaging of data (e.g. PDMs
cleaning and preparing data for explorationists). One of the PDMs interviewed
described this continuum when explaining how errors occur as well data flows through
a sociomaterial network:

A typical error [in a well log] occurs in the file headers. Sometimes it happens that they copy
and paste a file somewhere else, and one file is modified locally, then the error is left there, if no
one remembers to update it.

While some of the processes of circulating data through this network are linear (as
in repeated in stable patterns, such as sequence of generating seismic reflections fol-
lowed by standard processing techniques to correct for common errors in data gener-
ation, removing noise, enhancing signals, transform time-based sound data into spatial
representations of the subsurface), the network of sociomaterial practices is rhizomatic
and non-linear in nature. Explorationists are very clear on exploration project’s con-
tingent nature:
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It is difficult to give a clear sequence of activities [in an exploration project]; it all depends on
the data, what we expect to find, what we actually are able to find, the work plan we are
committed to, and so on. (Geologist, field note excerpt)

Pursuing the performativity of scaffolding through the distributed processes of
geophysical and geological interpretation brings out how scaffolding unfolds within a
loosely coupled sociomaterial network of fluid agency. Many geoscientists we have
talked with talk of this non-linearity in terms of analogical reasoning:

You see this curved shape, and it reminds you of a river bend. So you look for current examples
of such bends to see what kind of deposition environment that can be. You find the shape is
typical of rivers flowing through jungles and mangroves, so then you can work on the
assumption that the shape you see has been deposited in a jungle environment. (Chief geolo-
gists, field note excerpt)

6 Conclusion

As our historic outline indicates, the relationship between a qualitative phenomenon
and its quantified rendering is contested and conflictual. The ‘macro’ picture of a
gradual quantification of the qualitative downplays to the level of non-existence the
‘micro’ level set-backs (reverse salient) and opposition to efforts of quantification.
Against this backdrop, the proclamations for a new ‘era of empiricism’ (hence quan-
tification taken to the extreme) or data with ‘no theory’ come across as exactly that,
proclamations.

The practices of sensemaking we analyse – constructing geological interpretations
from patchy, faulty and indeterminate data – represent the heartland of qualitative
ingredients of knowledge work: judgement, assessment, evaluation [3]. The trajectory
of efforts of quantification in our analysis, however, is anything but smooth and uni-
directional. Drawing on the performativity of scaffolding, we demonstrate a thorough
entanglement – reciprocity – between the qualitative and the quantitative.

The inherent reciprocity between quantitative/qualitative should not be taken to
suggest that their boundary and relationship remains stable. The precise role, location,
extent and sequence of quantified renderings within the traditionally qualitative domain
of geological interpretation are subject to ongoing challenges and changes, not the least
from big data/data science methods. Selected pockets or tasks, once accomplished by
qualitative judgements, are through new digital tools quantified and automated. For
instance, the tracing of horizons in a seismic cross-section is now functionality in the
current digital tool for seismic interpretations. Selected geological objects such as faults
may be identified from the initially undifferentiated seismic image. Drawing the line for
what qualitative phenomena and tasks are amendable (or not) for quantification from
also big data hence shifts over time and needs to be empirically analysed [28].
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